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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF PUBLICATIONS. 

A new Carpus Inscriptionum. 

· A COLLECTION and interpretation of Jewish-Palestinian inscrip
tions found on o~suaries, tombs and remnants of Synagogues is 
sure of a welcome from all interested in Hebrew and· Greek 
Epigraphy. Dr. Samuel Klein has undertaken this task in his 
pamphlet entitled: Judisch-Palastinisches Corpus Inscriptwnum ( Ossiuir, 
Grab, und Synagogen Inschrift~n), 1920 (Li:iwit, Vienna and Berlin, 
pp. vi + 98). The Corpus contains 179 inscriptions from ossuaries 
and tombs, and 16 from ruins of Synagogues. Most of the former 
contain merely names, which are, however, of the utmost importance 
for every student of Jewish history and Rabbinic literature. The 
latter have longer texts, and offer valuable information as to the· 
history of the Synagogue. The author has collected and arranged 
the discoveries of the last fifty years; he has completed the work of 
Ch1Volson, Clermont-Ganneau, Euting and Lidzbarski. Apart from 
the learned remarks of D. Dalman and Immanuel Low, whose notes 
and contributions adorn the work, the author himself has done a 
good deal in his comments upon the epigraphic material. 

A few remarks, some of a general, some of a more detailed 
character, will show the value of the Corpus and may interest 
readers of the Quarterly Statement. P. 4 Klein refers to the palm
branches on the inscriptions.1 All of them were found in Jaffa. No 
explanation is given. We venture to suggest that the :iS,~ (lulab}, 
the branch of the palm-tree was a sign of justification. We read in 
the Midrash on the Psalms (ed. Buber), p. 128 .n,o,y.::i t:l,l)to iTO 

-r~::i, rttm r10,::i ::iS,~ Sio,.::i ~,:-nv- ,o::i 1 n?.::i 1.::i,o,:i 
"What is the meaning of the verse : 'In thy right hand bliss for 
ever more ! ' (Ps. xvii, 11 ). This refers to him who takes the 
Lulab in his right hand, just like the victorious athletes take the 
palm-tree as a sign of their victory, so the victorious (Jew) carries 
the Lulab" (see also Leviticus rabba, 30, 2, Pesikta ed. Buber 180a). 
The Lulab is therefore a pro?f that the deceased was found worthy 
~r innocent in judgment. We know further the place held by the 

1 See also p. 45, no. 126; p. 48, no, 136, 137; p, 49, no. 143, 145; p. 50, 
no. 151, 152; p. 51; no. 155. 
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Lulab in popular belief1, so that there is nothing extraordinary to 
find the Lulab on tombstones. On the same page Klein informs us 
that the Talmudic period knew of tombstones. We hav.e here to 
refer to Matth. xxiii, 27, to M. Erubin V. 1, 6, Moed Katan 5a 
and the passages given by Dalman on p. 89. 

P. 10 the author assumes that father and son never used the 
same name. It has escaped him that already S. J. Rapoport2 

has proved the reverse from a dozen passages. The custom of 
naming children after their grand-father is familiar, see Jubilees xi, 
15; M.G.W.J., 1887, p. 61, VI; Buchler, Der gal. Amhactre.z, p. 281. 
The same custom with the Greeks, see Dietrich, M1.dter-erde, 2nd ed., 
p. 121. 

P. 12, note 9, Klein states that the priest generally married 
from priestly families. The same is to be found in Egypt. 3 Among 
Jews, however, it was not a rule, as the following passages show: (1) 
Meckilta of R. Simon ben Jochai (ed. Hoffmann, p. 92), Jonadab 

O'ljjj~~ ,.,.n,::i ~'l'l?,"ilU,I', his daughters married priests, and 
High-Priests descended from them; (2) Lam. r. 1, 49, the captive 
son and daughter of the last High-Priests complain of being forced to 
marry slaves, but not of non-priestly descendants; (3) Gen. r. 70, 5, 
the daughters of Asher were married to priests; ( 4) Num. r. 1, 3; 
Tanhuma Num. ed. Euber, p. 5, every chaste woman, even if her 
father was a proselyte, is fit to be mari;ied to High-Priests. These 
instances can be multiplied. 

P. 30, ',:in on the inscriptions reminds of the phrase: Sl' ~:in 
r,:i~,, woe for those, who perished, see my remarks Expositor 
1920, Sept., p. 207, note 2. The word is familiar in Palmyrene 
inscriptions. 4_ 

1 See Krauss, Realencyclopedia, I, p. 670 and Zeitsck. des T'ereines fiir 
Vollcskunde XIX, p. 429, Der Donnerbesen in Natur, Kunst und Volksglaube. 

2 See Rapoport (Kkerem Hemed IV. 2, Letters p. 14), Chajes ( Ceutenario f. 
Amari I, p. 286), Vogelstein and Rieger ( GeschicMe der Juden in Rom. I, 68, 4-6), 

and various other students (see i:pOKil III, p. 330, n',~iJil TlOJ::l IV, 161). 
:i See Ulrich Wiloken, .A.rchivf. Papyr,fo. 10. 
4 P. 38 as to the custom to write the word ptn on incriptions or poems, see 

ir.in Ci::l VI. 34; Zuuz, Syi.agogale Poesie, p. 369, based on the Baraitha: 
pn1n l':::l'i':r ,, Four need strengthening (or encouragement), students of 
the Torah, performers of good deeds, deliverers of prayers and professionals 
(Bah. Bu. 32b; Jalkut Joskua, § 5). · 

P. 46, no. 129 ,cai ,,_.,,,,..,,, Novva reminds me of the custom known under the 
name of mater certa (see Wiinsoh, A.ntilce Fluclttafeln, pp. 9 o.nd 10, Blau, 
Das altjildische Zauberwesen, p. 76, N. 1). 
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P. 69 sqq. deals with the inscription of Ain Duk; see Quarterly 
Statement, 1920, pp. 82 sqq., 138 sqq. But the correction : r,,m,~., i1S 
r,nj?Sn in the line before the last, likewise the translation of the 
words: "They will have a share in· this place," as well as the 
identification of Benjamin, the Parnass, "with the pious Benjamin" 
of the Talmud (Bab. Baba Bathra, 1 fa), cannot be accepted for 
various reaso~. The reading is clearly liiij?in. Benjamin is 

named the pimts, never the Parnass. Klein would be inclined to date 
the inscription about the middle of t,l;1e Second Century. .The surname 
D:l-,Elii favours M. Clermont-Ganneau's date. In a time, when evi,,ry 
village had a Parnass, such a title would be quite out of place. 

The author has sent me some .remarks in connection with my 
notes in Qnarterly Statement 1920, 139-141; 1921, 23-28. He 
accepts my interpretation of the word iitlj?tl . He writes : "your 
suggestion in I. 9 ii[r,'1] t,ll'li"'T[i], and on p. 142 Prof. Torrey's 

li[iiSJ t-llii1[7] induced me to investigate the text again, and I 
think I found the correct text. The Synagogue inscription from 

Kefr Kenna is very similar to our inscription, cf. :i~I, ""l:J'17 and 
p7:J.l,'7, which appears in our inscription in a more elaborated 

form. At the end, we read there itl~ i11"1J'i:J. 1'1i1', 'ljlr, (see 

also no. 5, where this line is added merely as a suggestion); 

no. 7 i'11"1J-,::i, :,I, [~nr, = Jn~r, . Based on these parallels 

we may read L 9 of the Ain Duk inscription as follows : 

iii1j?ln li[nS] ~JD[~.] The ri1;,,n must mean the same as 
i11"1J-,::i, in the previous inscriptions, either in the Biblical sense of 

j?n (Gen. xlvii, 22, Prov .. xxx, 8), or with l as j?ln, and be 

translated: 'They may be strong!' The latter is the most likely." 
[But the inscription has undoubtedly 1inj?in, as I have already 
mentioned.] 

The Theodotos inscription is dealt with in "the Supplement." 
Dr. Klein does not agree with my identification of OvETT')vo~ with 
~-,.,r,::i,, which I threw out as a suggestion; see now Jonr. 
Asiatiq_ue, 1920, p. 356, where M. Liber sees in Theodotos the well 
known Jonathan ben Uzzicl, certainly with less support, because a 
Synagogue of ben Uzziel is nowhere mentioned. Klein would 
rather think of the Oi:l'IW~, to whom I refer, but he was a 

Babylonian ! 
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A very full index of names, places, etc., are added to this 
valuable collection. I gather that a Supplement will appear in a 
few weeks. 

12th April, 1921. A. MARJl.lORSTEIN. 

The Pilgrirn in Jeriisalem. By the Rev. 0. H. Parry, M.A. London: 
S.P.O.K., 1920, 10s. net. 

This is an unusually attractive guide-book especially suited to 
those whose interest in Jerusalem is mainly that of the "pilgrim." 
There is little or nothing bearing upon politics, commerce, language 
or even purely secular history, but it probably gives as much 
information as the ordinary tourist will read. The author has 
made good use of the most modern views on topography and is 
well up in those of tradition. His illustrations from original 
sketches are of unusual excellence,· in this respect far beyond 
those of any other guide-book to the land. 

E.W. G. M. 

Post-Biblical Hebrew Literafore: an A ntlwlogy. Vol. I: Texts, notes 
and glossary. Vol. II: Translations. By B. Halper, M.A., 
Ph.D. Philadelphia, U.S.A. $2.50 and $2.00 

Dr. Harper, of Dropsie College, Philadelphia, publishes through 
the Jewish Publication Society, two volumes illustrating the best 
Hebrew literature outside the Old Testament. The utility of sU£h 
a work hardly needs emphasizing. As he says : ""\Yhen the centre 
of Jewish literary activity was transferred to Arabic-speaking 
countries, the Hebrew language still continued to be employed by 
a good many of the writers. Books intended for the edification 
of the people at large, were, it is true, written in the vernacular, 
but the literary productions were composed in Hebrew. Grammars, 
dictionaries and philosophical works which were intended for the 
general public had therefore to be expressed in the language spoken 
by the people, but Hebrew was employed for the literary com
positions, secular and liturgi-c poems. Thus Saadia, Ibn Gebirol, 
and Judah ha-Levi wrote their philosophical works in Arabic, but 
their poems and hymns wel'e invariably in Hebrew." This work is 
published in two volumes: one contains Hebrew texts, notes and 
glossary, and the second comprises the English translation. The 
plan of the work is designed to acquaint students and the general 
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reader with the growth and development of post-biblical Hebrew 
literature. The extracts are arranged chronologically, and are 
prefaced by brief introductions giving the salient facts about the 
authors and their works. It is thus a history of Hebrew literature 
by examples. 

Practically all branches of literature have been represented, and 
the volumes afford a very excellent idea of Hebrew liturgy, 
philosophy, ethics, geography, folk-lore, travel, etc. Dr. Halper 
has had in view the needs of different types of reader, and give.; all 
possible assistance to the student of Hebrew for whose sake the 
glossary of uncommon words has been prepared, the critical notes, 
too, though few, are to the point. It may be mentioned that in 
the volume containing the Hebrew texts, most of the selections are 
vocalized, a fact which will be appreciated by the beginner. In the 
·volume containing the translations the author has been at pains to 
be accurate and pleasing, and he gives informing notes upon authors, 
sources, classes of literature, biblical and other references. 

We start · with the wisdom of Ben Sira and end with the 
poet and educationalist ,v essely, the father of the modern Hebrew 
renaissance. All the great names are here, and the volumes are 
eminently calculated to give the reader an insight into literature 
which has never lost its po'Yer to stimulate and inspire. Dr. Halper's 
publication may be warmly commended, and not alone to readers 
interested in Hebrew language and thought. 

S. A. CooK. 

The late Baron Ustinow of Christiania, for ,many years a 
resident of Jaffa, left a valuable collection of antiquities which are 
described by F. Poulsen in Videns~apsselskapets Skrijten, ii. Hist. 
klasse, iii, 3-28 (29 figs.). They include a primitive bronze 
statuette of Syrian origin, X-VII!th century B.C. (American Journal 
of Archaeology, 1921, p. 163). 

Gen. xiv, with the story of Amraphel, Chedorbomer, and the 
-0ther kiugs who were defeated by Abram, has long been a battle
ground of criticism. The general tendency of criticism bas been 
to reject it as an historical record of the age to which it purports to 
belong. With the increase of new archaeological material, repeated 
efforts have been made to substantiate its authenticity, and the 
Dutch Professor F. M. Bohl has recently argued that all the 
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characters in Gen. xiv lived in the XII!th century B.C., and that 
Abram, in fact, belongs to . this age rather thttn to the time of 
Hammu:rabi (Zeits. f Altte8t. tVi.ssens., XXXVI, 1916, pp. 65-73). 
Prof. A. J eremias, also, independently, in a study of the so-called 
"Ohedorlaomer Texts" of the British Museum, holds that they 
date from the XIIth century on account of their inclusion of the 
name Tidal, king of Nations (i.e., Tudkhal, the sixth of the great 
Hittite kings), the "nations" being the Umanmanda or Indo
E1.uopeans. On the other hand, he considers that, as apart from 
their present contents, the texts relate to an ancient invasion of_ 
Babylonia by the Elamite Kudur-Nakhunte (Mitt. Vrrrderasiat. Ges., 
XXI, 1916, pp. 69-97-cited hythe American Journal of Archaeoloqy). 

A. Kohn (Mittheil. Anthrcpol. Gesell., XXXIV, 1914, pp. 81-135, 
24 figs.) gives a comprehensive survey of Palestinian culture from 
the eolithic to the· iron age, with descriptions of pottery, graves, 
implements, etc., and a chart illustrating the relations of Palestinian .. 
civilisation and that of the Levant. He argues that the land bad 
never any originality, but was throughout subject to successive 
waves of foreign influence. (From the American Journal of 
Archaeology, XXV, 1921, p. 168.) 

Among the varied results of renewed interest in Jerusalem may 
be noticed two notes on the ancient period. Jirku (Zeit. d. Deutschen 

. Pal. Ver. XLIII, 1920, pp. 58-61), from an examination of the 
Amarna Tablets containing inter alia the letters of Abd-Khiba, the 
king of Jerusalem, to the Egyptian Court, concludes that the city 
bad for some time been occupied by Hittites. He points out that 
the name of the king is compounded with that of a Hittite goddess 
(Kbiba), and that the phrase "land of the city of" is said to be 
characteristic of the tablets found at the great city of Bogbaz Kbeui 
in Asia Minor. Prof. Sayce (Expository Times, August) deals more 
generally with the site of ancient Jerusalem, and argues that the 
form of the name Um-Salim, "the city of Salim," as it is written in 
the Amarna Letters, shows it to be of Babylonian origin. The city 
commanded the road from the coastal military road to the naphtha 
wells of Siddim at the south end of the Dead Sea-the naphtha 
was used for lighting .and beating and for making mortar. This 
military road-the metig ammati-is the metheg lui-ammah of 2 Sam. 
viii, 1, which David took out of the hands of the Philistines. 
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Beth-Ninib, mentioned by Abd-Khiba, was in proximity to Jerusalem, 
and its name means Honse of Ninib, i.e., Nin-U rta, "lord of U rta." 
Now Urta in Hebrew would appear as y-r-h, and Prof. Sayce thns 
finds the origin of yireh in Gen. xxii, 14 (Jehovah Jireh). Beth-Urta 
was evidently a sanctuary outside Salem or Urn-Salim (the Temple 
Hill), and the latter name was later extended to the cit1tdel of Zion, 
which served as a defence, and became the city of David. The 
fact that Solomon's temple was built on the site of Araunah's 
threshing-floor points to U rta being originally outside Salem ; and 
Prof. Sayce states 'that the name of Araunah is the Hittite arauanis, 
"nobleman"; he was the king or chief of the Hittite Jebusites 
of Salem. 

Biblica : Commentarii editi a Pontijicio Instituto Biblico, is a new 
periodical published at Rome (Piazza della Pilotta, 35), and now 
nearing the close of its second year. Some idea of its range may 
be gained from the following selection of its contents. Vol. I, 
reviews of J. Vandervost, Israel et l'Ancient Orient, and of Burney, 
Book of Judges, by A. Fernandez (in Spanish); Note papirologiche, 
by S. C. Mercati; le Voyage de Saiil a la recherche des anesses 
de son pere, by L. Heidet; Vol. II, the chronology of Three and 
Four Kings and Two Paralipomenon, by A. Kleher ; V asicinium 
messianum, by F. Zorell ; le symbolisme du Sacrifice expiatoire 
en Israel, by A. Medebielle; -El" Israel de las Promesas-" o Judaismo 
y Gentilismo en la concepci6n Paulina del Evangelo, by L.' Murillo; 
A note on the Mishna: Passover vii, 9, by C. Lattey, etc., etc. 
Special attention may be called to the regular Elenchus bibliographieus, 
and in particular the useful Chroniqne palestinienne, by A. Mallon. 
This journal contains, as will be seen, a good variety of topics (we 
have passed over those of purely theological significance), which 
will commend it to readers of many different interests. 'With 
articles and reviews in six languages, it is also a discipline if one 
is to get the most profit out of it ! 

Another new journal is that of the Pale~tine Oriental Sociely 
(Jerusalem, Oct., 1920, and onwards). This Society held its 
preliminary meeting in January, 1920, a,nd an early start was 
made in issuing a periodical. The first issue contains reports of 
meetings and a series of interesting papers, philological, archaeo
logical, and exegetic. N. Slousch writes on the Jewish inscription 
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at Ain Duk, and Dr. Peters points out how often the Psalms reflect 
a _local colouring which has escaped the attention of the com
mentators who have no personal knowledge of Palestine. Thus, if 
we consider Ps. lxxxix, 12: "north and south Thou hast created 
them. Tabor and Hermon rejoice in Thy name." Where could 
this emanate if not from a temple of Dan 1 In Ps. lxxxiv he sees 
a processional hymn passing fi:om the western hill of Jerusalem and 
down the lower Tyropceon valley, then round by the pool, of Siloam. 
Altogether a most suggestive paper, A. Decloedt discusses a bronze 
coin of Bar Cochba, and S. Raffaeli has an interesting note upon two 
ancient weights; discussing the famous Chaplin weight (the quarter 
n-.~-ph) he suggests that the correct reading is k-s-ph ("silver"), 
and that it was a distinct kind of weight. Prof. Clay on the 
"Amorite name Jerusalem," urges the Amorite,origin of Palestinian 
culture, and explains the first part of Jerusale~ (Uru) as the name 
of an Amorite god Uru, Awuru or Amuru. Referring to the 
proximity of Beth-Ninib, or Beth Urta, he suggests that Uru and 
U rtu were the chief deities of the locality, and that Ariel, or U riel, 
with the meaning, "Uru is god," was appropriately substituted by 
Isaiah for the name Jerusalem in his address to the city which 
doubtless had continued to worship that god. 

Parts 2-3 are equally acute and suggestive. Prof. Albright 
writes at some length, proposing a revision of early Hebrew 
chronology. Here we find Gen. xiv ascribed to the XVIIth 
century B:c., the invasion of Chedorlaomer being dated at about 
1675; the whole article is an interesting example of the effort to 
combine external archaeological and other evidence with the Old 
Testament, and this is not the place to venture upon any criticism 
of these and other efforts which students of the Old Testament 
will naturally view with reserve. A. Z. Idelson writes well on 
Hebrew music with special reference to the musical intonations 
in the recital of the Pentateuch; E. T. H. Mackay and F.-M. Abel 
write on a megalithic building at Bet Sawir, and on the house o! 
Abraham at Hebron respectively. E. N. Haddad discusses blood 
revenge among the Arabs ; C. C. McCown writes on Solomon and 
the Shulamite, and D. Yellin on the use of ellipse in "Second 
Isaiah," and J. P. Peter~ continues his "N otcs of Locality in the 
Psalter." E. ben Yehudah finds traces of the Edomite language in 
Proverbs xxx, 1-xxxi, 9, and S. Raffaeli describes a curious 
Samaritan and Greek Charm in his possession. S. A. C. 




